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Introduction 
It's widely recognized that database sizes are growing significantly, and that the growth is being forced 

by many factors, such as companies requiring more data to be available online for longer (e.g. to comply 

with government regulations) or an increasing amount of data being digitized for storage. This extent of 

data explosion has given a momentum for business intelligence application as well. The business 

intelligence application gathers and stores data for analyzing historical, current, and predictive views of 

business operations. The gathering and storage of data, on which these business analytics are done, is 

done by either data warehouse, data mart or ODS (Operational Data Store). Because now-a-days the 

success of the business is heavily influenced by these business intelligence applications for better and 

informed business decisions which further rely on data warehouse or ODS for its data feed, it becomes 

very essential to design a highly available data warehouse or ODS which provides consistent data all the 

time. 

Problem Statement 
An ODS collects data from multiple sources into a central database for reporting and analysis purpose, 

for example to make informed, strategic and better business decisions. During the process of integrating 

data from multiple sources, it may use data cleansing, scrubbing etc to bring the data into the 

meaningful form for analysis. As I discussed before today’s business decisions are heavily influenced by 

the availability of the ODS and the consistent & accurate data they provide. 

In this paper I going to discuss different approaches (or some of the many available approaches) which 

you can take to design an ODS for its high availability and data consistency, I will start my discussion 

with a very basic approach and will list down its pros and cons. Gradually I will move on to the better 

approach than previous one in terms of its availability and consistency. And finally I provide you some 

strategic ODS design decision choices and best practices to consider while designing and maintaining it. 

Though going forward I will be referring to an ODS design only but same approaches can also be applied 

for data warehouse as well. 
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Approach 1 – Going Traditional Way 
This model uses a very simplistic approach of running ETL processes to consolidate data in to the ODS as 

you can see in the Figure 1 below. The client applications or reporting applications can pull data from 

ODS through the Data Access Point (DAP). Though to make it even simpler you can remove DAP and 

allows client applications to directly access the ODS database but having DAP provides several benefits 

as discussed in the appendix section. 

 

Figure 1 - Going Traditional Way 

As it is evident from the Figure 1 above, the implementation of this model is quite simple, but it has 

some drawback of having downtime or so as to not provide consistent data, as long as ETL processes are 

running. For example let’s assume you are extracting data from [Order] and [Order details] tables of 

Sales application into your ODS. At particular point of time, the extraction from [Order] table is 

complete but the extraction of [Order Details] is still going on. At the same point of time, if any client 

application is consuming these data, they would be either blocked because of exclusive locks on ODS 

tables or they will get inconsistent or dirty data if they are using NOLOCK mechanism. In former case, 

the availability is a concern and in the latter case data consistency is a concern. 

Advantages 
 Because of simplicity, the implementation is very easy. 
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 There is no requirement for additional investment for hardware and all other than the disk 

requirement for ODS database, as in case of other approaches discussed below. 

Disadvantages 
 You need to plan for downtime during each run of ETL processes. The more frequently you are 

running the ETL processes, the more downtime you need to plan. 

 You will have to compromise between availability and data consistency. 
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Approach 2 – Database Snapshot Model 
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Enterprise Edition and later versions allow you to create Database Snapshot. 

A database snapshot is a read-only, static view of a database (the source database) and is dependent on 

the source database. As a snapshot represents static view of source database, you can create a snapshot 

of your ODS database post every ETL operations for your reporting applications to consume latest data 

from the ODS using this snapshot. 

 

Figure 2 - Database Snapshot Model 

As you can see in the Figure 2, you need to design the architecture in such a way, that the every time an 

ETL operation is complete, a new snapshot of the ODS database is created. DAP will be smart enough to 

switch to the newly created snapshot for new requests coming from the reporting applications after its 

creation; for already connected application on the old snapshot they will continue to use it and once all 

the connections are closed on old snapshot, it will be dropped by the system. In other words, at most 

two snapshots will exist in parallel, the old one can continue to serve the already connected clients and 

will be dropped the moment all the sessions on the old snapshot are closed whereas a new snapshot will 

be created post ETL operation and will serve all new requests coming from reporting applications after 

its creation. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175158.aspx
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How snapshot maintains consistency 
SQL Server database snapshots operate at the data-page level. During an ETL process, before a page of 

the ODS database is modified for the first time, the original page is copied from the ODS database to the 

snapshot which uses one or more sparse files for storage of these original pages. This process is called a 

copy-on-write operation. The snapshot stores the original page, preserving the data records as they 

existed when the snapshot was created. Subsequent updates to records in a modified page do not affect 

the contents of the snapshot. The same process is repeated for every page that is being modified for the 

first time in ODS database during ETL process. In this way, the snapshot preserves the original pages for 

all data records that have ever been modified since the snapshot was taken. 

Advantages 
 Again implementation of this approach is simple, you just have to make sure your DAP accesses 

correct snapshot for the requests coming from reporting applications. 

 Once the session is established it will keep in providing the same data, no matter how much and 

how many times data in the ODS database is modified. 

 Because reporting applications can access data using snapshot even during ETL operations are in 

progress while pulling data to ODS database, the concern for availability is minimized to a great 

extent here. 

Disadvantages 
 You need additional hardware, for example disk space to maintain sparse files of the snapshots. 

 Normally the size of the snapshot is much smaller than ODS database, but depending on the 

volume of changes in ODS database during ETL operations, your snapshot can grow up to the 

size of the ODS database. 

 A database snapshot must be created and remain on the same server instance as the ODS 

database. So for any reason if the server, on which ODS database resides, crashes even the 

snapshots will not be accessible. 
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Approach 3 – Data Publication Model 
In this model, you have an ETL server on which ODS database resides and where ETL operation runs to 

extract data from all the sources. Once the ETL operation is complete the ODS database is published to 

one of the front server (a copy of the database is attached on the front server). You might be wondering 

the publication time will increase in parallel to the increasing size of the ODS database. Well you can use 

Storage Area Network (SAN) drives and establish mirroring between ETL server and Front servers which 

internally uses bit by bit mirroring and is extremely fast. In one of my projects where the ODS database 

size is around 4 Terabytes, it takes just 10 to 15 minutes to attach the database on the front server from 

the mirrored SAN drives. 

 

Figure 3 - Data Publication Model - ETL In Progress 

In Figure 3, you can see ETL processes are running to extract, transform and load data into the ODS 

database at ETL server for the first time. As of now the reporting applications have no access to the ODS 

database. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storage_area_network
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Figure 4 - Data Publication Model - Data Publishing at front server 1 In Progress 

In Figure 4, ETL processes are complete at ETL server it means no ETL processes are running. Now data is 

being published to front server 1. Still as of now the reporting applications have no access to the ODS 

database. 

 

Figure 5 - Data Publication Model - ETL at ETL server and data access on front server 1 In Progress 

In Figure 5, you can see the first cycle data is already published to front server 1 and available for 

consumption by the reporting applications. Meanwhile on the ETL server ETL processes have again 
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started for second cycle to extract, transform and load refreshed data since first cycle. You can see 

Client A is accessing data from front server 1 through DAP. 

 

Figure 6 - Data Publication Model - Publishing In Progress at front server 2, front server 1 in draining state 

In Figure 6, you can see the second cycle of ETL processes is also completed and this time refreshed data 

is being published to front server 2. Once the refreshed data is published on front server 2, the front 

server 1 will go in draining state, it means it will continue to serve already connected clients but no new 

session will be opened on this server, DAP will ensure all new session requests are being opened on 

front server 2 as it contains refreshed data. 
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Figure 7 - Data Publication Model - Data access from front server 2 In Progress, front server 1 goes offline once client 
disconnects 

In Figure 7, you can see the Client A which was connected to front server 1, disconnects its session and 

front server 1 goes offline. Since front server 2 contains refreshed data, the request coming from Client 

B, is being redirected to front server 2 by DAP. At the same time, the third ETL cycle has started on ETL 

server. Once this ETL process is complete on ETL server, the third refreshed data will be published to 

front server 1 again and then front server 2 will go through draining state. 

You might be wondering what if the refreshed data is published to a front server and that server 

crashes, again the system will be unavailable until that front server comes back online or until another 

publication happens on another front server. Well it’s true and to make sure the availability in this 

scenario, I have another design approach which is very much like the old one but is more robust and 

with high availability. 
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Figure 8 - Data Publication Model - Publish to one clone on each front server 1 (1A) and front server 2 (2A) servers 

In Figure 8, once the ETL processes are completed on ETL server, the refreshed data is being published 

to front server 1 (Clone 1A) as well as to front server 2 (Clone 2A) servers. So now even if one front 

server crashes for any reason the DAP will be able to redirect the client request to another available 

front server. Also depending on your design of DAP, it can even balance the load between front server 1 

and front server 2 if both the servers are online. 

 

Figure 9 - Data Publication Model - Publish to one clone on each front server 1 (1B) and front server 2 (2B) servers 
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Figure 9 demonstrates that second ETL cycle is completed and this time refreshed data is being 

published to front server 1 (Clone 1B) and front server 2 (Clone 2B) servers and front server 1 (Clone 1A) 

and front server 2 (Clone 2A) servers go into the draining state. 

Advantages 
 This approach provides a highly available system; it might go up to 99.9% depending on your 

design and configuration. 

 Since refreshed data is published to front server and no changes are done there, consistency is 

guaranteed in one session. 

 The system provides scalability in terms, you can publish to more than one front servers and 

DAP can ensure load is being balanced between these servers. So increasing number of client 

applications will not force you to scrap the whole system but rather you can add more front 

server to handle these increasing load. 

Disadvantages 
 Implementation of this approach is quite complex, and requires skills. 

 High availability and consistency come at the increased cost of hardware requirements, for 

example if you are choosing to publish on one front server you will need almost two times more 

disk spaces whereas if you are choosing to publish on both front servers simultaneously as 

depicted in Figure 8 and 9, you will need almost 4 times more disk spaces. 
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Approach 4 – ODS on Cloud – A look into future 
Lately there have been lots of buzz about cloud computing, Software as a Service (SaaS), Software plus 

Services, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Hardware as a Service (HaaS) 

etc. It is now evident that these technologies are future for next generation applications. Microsoft 

realizes this potential and provides cloud computing solution with Windows Azure. Windows Azure 

Platform, which is hosted in Microsoft data centers, provides couple of developer services viz. Live 

Services, .Net Services etc. for writing application for cloud along with some other cloud applications 

ready for consumption by customers such as Windows Live, Microsoft Dynamics, and other Microsoft 

Online Services for business such as Microsoft Exchange Online and SharePoint Online. 

Recently Microsoft also launched Microsoft SQL Azure, a cloud-based relational database platform, to 

extend the SQL Server capabilities from in-premise to the cloud as web-based services, enabling you to 

store structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. Though current SQL Azure CTP version offers 

relational database service only but in future it’s going to support much more services for example 

reporting, analytics, integration etc. 

Looking at future of the cloud, cloud based applications and its benefits of being at cloud, in this section 

I am going to show you how your ODS design will look like on the cloud.  

As discussed above there are three different approaches for ODS design, the first approach is not 

feasible in current economic time as it requires maximum downtime and as a result it may severely 

impact the business operations. The business intelligence applications, which rely on this ODS, needs to 

be online all time for informed and better business decisions to fuel the success of an organization. 

The second approach provides a trade-off between availability, consistency and additional investment. I 

believe this one provides an optimum solution, the only point of concern is, snapshot can reside on 

same SQL Server instance and if this server crashes for any reason, the ODS will be unavailable. 

The third approach which uses data publication model provides a highly available and consistent 

solution; it can even work in the scenario when one server goes down then consumers will be able to 

access from other server. But this assurance does not come free. You need investment for hardware 

procurement. 

Now the question which approach would be suitable if you are going for designing your ODS on cloud. 

Well I think the second approach of using database snapshot will yield maximum return on the 

investment. What I mean here is, the concern we discussed above, will be resolved after going to cloud. 

Since Azure Services platform is hosted in Microsoft data centers, being monitored by a dedicated team 

and it uses replication or mirroring and all, so downtime is reduced to minimum. 

Note: Since Microsoft Windows Azure and Microsoft SQL Azure are still in CTP versions, in future I am 

sure there might be several new features addition, existing features enhancements etc. So depending on 

the future capability of this platform, the suggested design might change. 

http://www.microsoft.com/azure/default.mspx
http://dev.live.com/
http://dev.live.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/azure/netservices.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/azure/sql.mspx
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Figure 10 - ODS on cloud 

In Figure 10, I have placed the ODS on the cloud which uses database snapshot approach. My 

assumption here is, by the time you design your ODS for cloud there might be some upstream sources, 

from where you extract data, have already moved to cloud whereas there are still some sources outside 

cloud. That’s what you can see in the figure above; two ETL processes run in parallel, one pulls data from 

sources outside cloud whereas another one pulls data from sources on the cloud. Also there might be 

some possibility that some of your downstream applications would move to cloud by the time you reach 

there.  

As I discussed in approach 2, post every ETL process a snapshot of the database is created which will be 

referenced by DAP to provide data to reporting applications. The difference is, here it’s not Microsoft 

SQL Server but rather Microsoft SQL Azure. 

Advantages 
 It provides high availability as Azure platform is hosted in Microsoft data centers and being 

taken care by dedicated team. 

 As it uses pay for what you use, hence reduced operational cost. 
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 Your team can focus on functionality part and not on Infrastructure as it is taken care by 

Microsoft data centers. 

 It can cost effectively handles peak loads. 

 Enhanced security provided by the Azure platform 

Disadvantages 
 Azure platform is still under CTP version, and it may take some time for its release. 

 In current CTP, SQL Azure provides relational capability only, for integration, reporting and 

analytics, you might need to wait for another CTP or RTM. 

 You need Internet connection for data transfer, and if you are transferring a huge volume of 

data from/to in-premise to/from cloud it might be slower depending on your Internet 

connectivity.  Though with the changing technology even the Internet speed is much better 

these days, so I don’t think it should be a concern in long term. 
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Appendix 

Data Access Point (DAP) 
The concept of having Data Access Point (DAP) as Data Access Layer (DAL) over providing direct access is 

very much essential for several reasons. I am going to summarize some of the benefits of DAP as 

follows: 

 Uniform Interface – It’s a face of ODS which provides uniform and consistent interface for data 

access. 

 Security – Through this interface user level/object level security can be implemented on 

database objects ensuring that no unauthorized access to ODS can be made. 

 Restricted Access – There is certain information like PII (Personal Identifiable Information) data 

for which you need to provide restricted access to authorized users only. It means only 

authorized users will be able to see the information in plain text otherwise it will be encrypted 

for other unauthorized users. 

 Tracking and Logging – With DAP, you can track all the activities performed by a client 

application and log them for analyzing it later to see what all activities have been performed by 

a client application later on whenever required. 

 Customized Error Handling – With DAP you can provide customized error numbers and 

messages to the client applications. 

So far I discussed about the need of DAP, now the questions are what DAP is and how to implement it? 

Well DAP is nothing but a collection of several stored procedures, few frequently used DAP stored 

procedures (we call it APIs) and their flow have been demonstrated in the below diagram. 
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 Prc_OpenSession – A client application call this API for initiating a session with the ODS, it 

returns SessionID which will be required to pass on for every other requests. Unless a client 

application has a valid SessionID, it will not be allowed to perform any other activity. 

 Prc_TableList – This API provides list of all tables available with the ODS. Remember the 

SessionID has to be specified with the request which you have got after calling Prc_OpenSession 

API. 

 Prc_GetData – This API provides data from the ODS’s tables. Depending on your implementation 

this API can be capable of providing full dataset or incremental dataset. If you have SQL Server 

2008 you can use Change Data Capture (CDC) feature to provide incremental data or if you have 

earlier versions then you will have to write custom logic for providing incremental data. With 

this API you pass SessionID (which you got when you opened the session with ODS), table or 

view name, type of load whether Full or Incremental and if it is incremental then you need to 

also provide last refresh date. 

 Prc_TableSchema – This API provides schema and script for the ODS’s table or view. With this 

also a client application needs to pass valid SessionID.  

 Prc_CloseSession – Finally once you are done, you need to call this API to close the session you 

created with Prc_OpenSession API. Internally DAP uses another API called Prc_AbortSession to 

abort a session which has been created but no activities are being performed in that session. 

This way DAP ensure there are no orphaned sessions in the system. 
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 Acronyms 

API Application Programming Interface 

CDC Change Data Capture 

DAL Data Access Layer 

DAP Data Access Point 

DW Data Warehouse 

ETL Extraction, Transformation and Loading 

ODS Operational Data Store 

PII Personal Identifiable Information 

POC Proof Of Concept 

SAN Storage Area Network 

SSIS SQL Server Integration Services 

 

 

Disclaimer 
The views, opinions, suggestions mentioned herein are solely mine based on my several years of 

experience working with these technologies and domain. It does not reflect suggestion and 

recommendation of my employer. So I would encourage you to do, a thorough analysis of your 

requirements, POC (Proof Of Concept) around it and a proper testing before going to production. 


